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This paper undertakes a mapping of the Burmah-Shell Oil Company’s
promotional and advertising practices in the Indian subcontinent. From its
origins in 1928, the company, whose remit was to retail petroleum products
and market agricultural equipment, invested in advertising, publicity,
and promotional material in print and audio-visual media, including
advertising film. The paper looks at print advertising as pandering to a
differentiated market, and for Burmah-Shell’s promotion of the idea of art
in industry. And it considers the remit of the Burmah-Shell Film Unit set
up in 1954 under the direction of James Beveridge, of Canada’s National
Film Board. As a film sponsor, it exceeded a purely instrumental relation
to film production, producing along with advertising and promotional
films, instructional and educational films, and films promoting postcolonial state planning. Further, it commissioned work from independent
film-making units, facilitating a space outside of the Government film
unit, Films Division and its monopolistic control of theatrical exhibition.
By mapping this ecology of oil sponsored media forms, the article seeks
to explore the intermedial as a vector for the unsettling of boundaries,
between the material, the social, the aesthetic and the political, with a
specific focus on how objects, technologies, human bodies and the natural
world are reframed in film and visual culture.
Keywords:
Burmah-Shell, sponsored film, visual, brochure, advertising, information, publicity
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In India’s Life and Part of It
Film and Visual Publicity at Burmah-Shell
from the 1920s to the 1950s

“In India’s Life and Part of It”
“Burmah-Shell has adopted this phrase, when describing
its widespread organisation, for a sensible reason. It is
because the products the company sells touch the life of
the people at all points; lighting their homes, moving their
goods, carrying them on pleasure or business, driving
and lubricating the machinery of industrial production,
surfacing their roads, providing chemicals for crop
protection and control of pests, and many other industrial
and agricultural investments.” 1

This chapter undertakes a mapping of the Burmah-Shell Oil Company’s
promotional and advertising practices in the Indian subcontinent. From its
origins in 1928, the company, whose remit was to retail petroleum products
and market agricultural equipment, invested in advertising, publicity,
and promotional material in print and audio-visual media, including
advertising film. Over time, it expanded its repertoire, pitching its work in
the public educational arena, and, in 1954, after India’s independence from
British colonial rule, set up a film-making unit under the direction of James
Beveridge, of Canada’s National Film Board. The company’s track-record
in the area of film-making is significant for a number of reasons. As a film
sponsor, it charted a space shared by other corporate firms in using film to
promote company product. But it exceeded a purely instrumental relation
to film production, producing along with advertising and promotional films,
instructional and educational films, and films promoting post-colonial state
planning. Further, it commissioned work from a number of independent filmmaking units, facilitating a space outside the control of the government’s
film unit, Films Division and its monopolistic control of theatrical exhibition
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of short films. The Burmah-Shell Film Company’s key architect, Beveridge,
was to be an important ideologue on media policy at key moments in
independent India’s history; and the firm’s investment in industrial art and
advertising attracted several generations of an arts-oriented professional
intelligentsia. These included film-makers who became part of an emerging
critical discourse on the public obligations of industrial enterprise, and the
aesthetics and politics of documentary forms.2 Finally, the spectrum of film
produced under the sponsorship of Burmah-Shell points to an important
database of the industrial, material and cultural life of the subcontinent.
This layered architecture invites us to locate documentary film practice in
a complex genealogy of institutions and functions – including an overlap
of government, industry, market-driven, civil/educational and aesthetic
engagements.
Oil in South Asia
Let me firstly summarize available information about the history of the
commodity as it played out in the South Asian region. There are several
questions involved in tracking the business history of oil. These include the
complicated ways in which the longer history of modern oil extraction and
consumption relates nation-states, transnational empires, corporations
and regional oil cartels. While the corporation developed oil extraction,
transportation, refining and marketing through treaties, informal
arrangements and military force, negotiations with the territorial state
were critical too. A sketch of the operation of oil economies in India under
colonialism and after will suggest the issues at stake. Burmah, then part
of Britain’s Indian empire, was a key site of oil extraction, and the British
colonial government warded off bids by oil majors such as Standard Oil and
Shell to enter the field of oil production, thus privileging Burmah Oil, the
Glasgow-based firm. This was partly because of the reputation of the majors
for acquiring concessions in order to stall rather than develop oil production
and thus ensure the dominance of their own lines of crude oil supply. The
colonial government also used tariffs to protect Burmah kerosene supply to
an Indian market which was otherwise dominated by Russia, and in which
Shell also had a presence. Apart from kerosene, Burmah became key to the
development of fuel oil in collaboration with Britain’s naval ministry as
ships transited from coal to fuel oil; it was considered crucial to have fuel
oil resources within Britain’s imperial territories, a priority heightened with
the advent of war in 1914. All of this indicates the strongly imperial functions
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served by the colonial government’s oil policies. There was a shift after the
First World War, with Burmah entering into a long-term pattern of decline
in oil extraction, shifting focus again to supply of crude oil from outside
the subcontinent. Nevertheless trade tariffs continued to be maintained,
and Shell circumvented these by entering into a merger with Burmah Oil,
specifically as an “oil storage and distribution” agency.3 Even as other sites
of oil extraction emerged, it is arguably from this point that a longer-term
pattern would emerge: the oil majors’ crude oil would become the main
source of supply for the subcontinent. Even after transfer of power in 1947
an independent Indian government did not immediately go into the oil
sector; instead, it allowed private companies to carry on and also entered
agreements with Burmah-Shell and other companies such as Caltex and
Standard Vacuum to set up refineries. Burmah-Shell negotiated and finally
won favourable terms through which it could control pricing of crude oil
and petroleum products in setting up its Trombay refinery, inaugurated in
1955. It also accommodated Government push to excavate for oil, entering
an agreement to set up an oil exploration company in collaboration with the
Indian government, Oil India, in 1957. (S. Verma and N. Abdelrehim 2016)
As economic historians have shown, much of the profits of the major oil
companies derived from manoeuvring the price difference between crude
oil imports which their companies controlled, and refined oil product.
This privileged situation changed towards the end of the 1950s, with the
government going to countries such as Russia and Romania to supply
cheaper crude oil. When Burmah-Shell refused to process this oil in its
refineries and market the resulting oil product, the government set up its
own refineries and distributed product through the Indian Oil Corporation.
By 1964 the government had refineries at Noonmati, Koyali and Barauni
and this was the beginning of the end for Burmah-Shell’s domination of the
Indian market. By the early 1970s, the Indian government nationalized the oil
industry, taking over companies such as Burmah-Shell, Caltex and Standard,
but on the basis of a substantial compensation to these firms. (Saumitra
Chaudhury 1977)
We may observe in this historical sketch the shifting political contexts that
determined Burmah-Shell’s situation and the forms of publicity it used. In
the colonial period the company had a particularly strong relationship to
the government during the Second World War, where its significance to the
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British war campaign was highlighted. However, the more general focus in
the firm’s advertising was to engage local networks, appropriate for a firm
dealing in a mass commodity like kerosene. While there was a mass level of
advertising to draw in lower-income groups, Burmah-Shell operated a wider
field of publicity which included the higher end of the market, seeking to
capture the attention of the industrial investor, plantation manager, and the
potential middle class home and car owner. With Indian independence, we
see the clear articulation of a national-developmental drive in the publicity.
Here the transnational oil company, having to negotiate with the new state,
sought to make itself into a national entity - in India’s life and part of it, to
recall Burmah-Shell’s resonant advertising pitch - throwing in its lot with
the new state, and building its publicity armature as one which echoed and
supported national developmental schema. Some initiatives were not longlived. It is possible to speculate that certain types of publicity work such as
the cinema unit, which ran from 1954 to 1959, came to an end once there was
a reduction in how much profit the company could earn from differentials in
the rates of crude oil processing.
Timothy Mitchell and others have dwelt on the way oil economies have
politically, materially and culturally changed the world, and how such an
epoch may already be on the anvil of dire conclusion as the planet runs out of
the fossil fuels it has so profligately used over the last two centuries.(Timothy
Mitchell, 2011) He argues that oil decisively shifted not only the patterns of
energy and consumption, but also the networks of labour, transportation,
and delivery charcteristic of coal. Mines, collieries, railways and dockyards
were interlinked points in the process of production and supply and labour
stoppages at any of these points threatened interruption which could be
leveraged for democratic advancement. In counterpoint, the channelling of
oil through pipelines abstracted it from the registers of energy production
and circulation. Such a separating out of oil transportation made it possible
for energy companies, often backed by military arrangements, to restrict flow
in order to raise prices or to privilege particular supply chains.( “Controlling
Carbon Channels”, 18-21; “Oil Flows”, 36-39 in Mitchell, 2011)
Promoting Consumption: Economies, Aesthetics, Archives
Mitchell primarily focuses on the politics and economics of production and
distribution. In this chapter, I want to look at intermediary infrastructures,
such as the refinery, and, more broadly, infrastructures which facilitated
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the marketing and circulation of petroleum goods. While the refinery was
to be a significant object of publicity, an offshore entity projected as the
source of a remarkable circulation of energy, the economy of consumption
was obviously as crucial. I attend to the publicity, advertising, information,
instruction and education, deployed by the oil companies to draw people into
understanding and using the new products which Burmah-Shell retailed.
Such publicity was pitched ambitiously, and was used to communicate a
material and civilizational transformation, and to more generally extol the
transformative impact of oil in industry, (for machinery) transportation, (fuel
oil, road surfacing material such as bitumen) agricultural improvement,
(pesticide) domestic use (pre-eminently kerosene, but also, for middleclass consumers, material like furniture polish). While film use is the main
focus of this chapter, I want to place it the wider field of media forms. My
suggestion is that such a transmedial engagement offers a sense of how an
imagination of material transformation flows across surfaces and screens,
suffusing the world with a sense of the extensive presence of oil.
Here I have found Adrian Ivakhiv’s ecocriticism thought-provoking. In this
approach, the work of film may be construed at three levels: the material,
including both the materiality of the world and the materiality of film, that
is, the profilmic, that which is put in front of the camera, and the filmic,
here referring both to formal and textual organisation and to film’s own
materiality as celluloid; the social, pre-eminently about the constitution of the
human as opposed to the non-human, in which the human institutes itself,
separates itself ontologically by subjecting the nonhuman to subordination,
instrumentalization, and outright elimination; and the perceptual, which
may traverse such boundaries, offering affective networks and ties that
blur distinctions amongst human, non-human, subjects, objects and
environments.(Adrian Ivakhiv 2011, 120-121) It is with a view to unsettling or
complicating distinctions that I will track the worlding activity of media forms,
including print and posters, photographs and films. Such a transmedial
focus relates not only to oil itself, and the world of its consumption, but also
the worlds of labour and production it evokes, from road work gangs laying
surfaces, to agrarian labour flitting stagnant ponds with pesticide to the
world of industrial labour based on fuel-powered machinery. And, as I shall
argue, such publicity critically turned on highlighting a world of objects,
such as kerosene storage tins, lanterns and stoves that were key to a miseen-scene of oil’s transformation of the everyday. In this tracking of how
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perception was reordered through the interplay of media, I also consider the
disposition of the body as a form resting in determinate relationship to the
material environments, of factory, field, on the river, in the village in which it
is situated.
The wider field of printed visual culture I draw on comes from newspaper
advertisements, journals such as the 1950s Indian Documentary, and from
Burmah Shell publicity material held at the British Petroleum archive. It is
not always clear who composed this material, and whether professional
advertising agencies and commercial art studios were involved, at least
in the early phase. This is because available archives do not have any
documentation about the commissioning of publicity. However, by the 1940s,
the company was one of the prime movers to cultivate commercial art for the
promotion of industry, captured in the Art in Industry exhibition, which started
in 1940, and the journal Art in Industry, started in 1946.4 And they were using
professional filmmakers, including those working for famous contemporary
studios such as Bengal’s New Theatres, to make film publicity.
Print Publicity
Publicity material included cheap advertising flyers to cultivate the rural
market, photographs of industrial processes, as well as photographs and
postcards, most probably for clients.5 From this material we will observe that
Burmah-Shell, as retailer of petroleum products acquired a strong presence
in the imaging of the countryside alongside its plotting of modern urban
imaginaries. For example in an area such as transportation, there was
advertising on tractors (C.P.G Wade 1935) and their role in enhancing agrarian
production, as well as promotion of motor-car, motor-bike and aircraft. As
we can see from the images relating to early Burmah-Shell publicity, cheap
print advertising targeted the merchandise in kerosene, including a highly
differentiated sense of the buyers for this product. These might, according
to their purchasing capacity, use Shell, Water Lilly, Anchor, Lion, Chukker and
Rising Sun, (these last two for ‘those who need a cheaper grade than the
above brands’) Red Sun and Owl Victoria, ‘a cheap grade for which there is a
great demand amongst the poorer class of people’. (See Image 1&2) ‘Prominent
amongst the few essentials of life with which an Indian peasant returns from
the market is the BURMAH-SHELL KEROSENE with which his simple home, like
those of millions of others, is illuminated’, remarks an advertisement which
shows a Rajasthani peasant, with his wife walking behind, kerosene lamp in
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Image 1
Cheap print advertising for kerosene
ARC134914 British Petroleum (BP) Archives
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hand. (See Image 3) Cheap flyers were printed in multiple language versions,
including Marathi, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu and Hindi, as well as English; (See
Image 4). Overall, they tended to use a lithographed image rather than a
photograph, as in images we see in these advertisements of a kerosene tin, a
key object and image of portability in the new agrarian-industrial complex of
these times. On the other hand, product placement targeting the merchant
and potential investor, as in advertising with the periodicals Capital or the
Calcutta Commercial Gazette, use photographs, the latter highlighting the
importance of road surface materials for the cultivator’s access to the
market and in getting better returns. (See Image 5)
What is distinctive about these last two is not only their address to the
merchant-investor in kerosene or road surfacing material, but the shift
from a relatively anodyne ethnic portraiture of the peasant to a photo-realist
presentation of workers, part of a Burmah-Shell road surface laying gang, as
they engage in hot, draining work. Perhaps the difference lay precisely in the
evocation of worker, work and material form as something to be captured
indexically, as they appear in the world, for the consideration of an addressee,
the commercial agent and investor rather than consumer. As Stefan Tetzlaff
has shown, it was in these years that substantial investments were being
made by tyre companies such as Goodyear and Dunlop, along with road
surfacing companies like Burmah-Shell, to refashion the material world of
transportation.(Stefan Tetzlaff 2015) This was done by fitting pneumatic tyres
to bullock cart wheels, and the building up of road surfaces in an expanding
rural network to facilitate the movement of labour and goods. The shift in the
regime of transportation is signalled in photographs that document the use
of a modified bullock cart to carry kerosene barrels (See Image 6) along with
vehicles such as river craft (See Image 7&8) and lorries.

Image 2
Rising Sun and Chukker kerosene brand
ARC134914 BP archives
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This starker, photographic version of the presentation of labourers was not
the norm, and workers were often represented as ideal types in the commodity
world’s scenic composition. Thus, drawing on the ancestry of the orientalist
photographic company, Bourne and Shephard, For Bourne and Shephard,
(see Christopher Pinney, 1997 and 2008) there is an illustration of the `Assam
tea garden coolies’ in the form of two women tea labourers picturesquely
involved in picking leaves. (See Image 9) The image does not directly advertise
the commodities mentioned in the margins of the photograph, except that we
may hazard that road surfaces, insecticide, kerosene, industrial lubricants,
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Image 3

Image 4

Peasant returning from market with kerosene Capital 9 October 1930
ARC 134914 BP archive

Multilingual advertising by Burmah Shell
ARC 134914 BP archive
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Image 5

Image 6

Burmah Shell Road Surfacing Gang Calcutta Commercial Gazette Burmah Shell
ARC 134914 BP archive

Modified bullock cart for kerosene transport
ARC188424 BP archive
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Image 7

Image 8

Kerosene on river craft
ARC168424 BP archives

Kerosene loading on river craft
ARC168424
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and household products, the Burmah-Shell commodities being promoted,
would be part of the plantation’s material world, including its factories and
the residences of plantation managers. Another advertisement for malariol
presents a drawing of the worker/coolie in cheerful and vigorous mode as
he discharges pesticide into the undergrowth, even as we may now reflect
on how such activity would have affected the worker’s health. (See Image 10)
A pesticide advertisement for Shelltox uses a very different figuration,
evoking the machine age, the worker abstracted as a bundle of muscles, a
heroic figure bearing resemblance to contemporary German representations
of the body as continuous with the world of instruments, furnaces, and
industrial emissions. (See Image 11) We will notice such abstractions
working in the object world, as petrol cans for motor cycles fuse with aircraft
to claim advances in speed and power for the more quotidian vehicle. (See
Image 12) In another advertisement, a promotional and expositional film on
lubrication showcases a machine-man impresario, made up of oil canisters,
nuts and bolts, swirling a top-hat as he invites the audience to view ‘a film
performance on lubrication’. (See Image 13)

Image 9
9 Bourne and Shephard illustration for Burmah Shell
ARC134914 BP archives

Film Publicity
Film use covered all these topics, and in some cases campaigns simultaneously
developed across media formats. The company’s commissions ranged
from the industrial and instructional film to the documentary and cultural
film. Key to this publicity arc was the commissioning of independent film
companies. Burmah-Shell’s relationship to film was best known in terms
of film sponsorship, but a host of companies commissioned films from
independent producers. An advertisement for Hari S Dasgupta Productions
of 1956 lists commissions from the Government of India, Burmah-Shell, Tata
Iron and Steel, Imperial Tobacco, Dunlop, Lipton, Imperial Chemical Industries,
and Martin McConachie Productions, New York. (Indian Documentary, 2 (2)
Oct-Dec. 1955). But Burmah-Shell’s work came to be privileged in discourses
about the sponsored documentary film, perhaps because it had the most
sustained programme for making films about the nation-state project.
A 1957 article “The Burmah-Shell Film Programme” in the key documentary
magazine, Indian Documentary, provides an outline of the recent history of the
unit. (Indian Documentary Annual Number 1957, 41-42) The article noted that
by 1957, the company had sponsored 45 films, running into over 45 reels, and
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Image 11
Image 10
Use of Malariol pesticide Planters Chonicle 21.8.31
ARC134914 BP archives
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Shelltox pesticide advertising
ARC134914 BP archives
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Image 12

Image 13

Aeroshell lubricating oil for insertion in motor cycling press
ARC134914 BP archives

Film on lubrication 1938
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could hold a non-stop 24 hour show of the film material it had generated, “a
grand spectacle of the new India that is emerging." The article goes on to detail
the major series produced by the company, including major industries, smallscale industries, the Life in India series (with most films devoted to village life
in several Indian regional states, including Bengal, Travancore, Bihar, and
East Punjab villages, and on families in Andhra, Kashmir and Bangalore), and
Folk Dances (referred to as "entertainers"). The article noted the company was
also in the business of making some training films, instructional films, and
compilations (how to keep oil engines clean, how best to spray insecticides,
on lubrication oil for motor cars, ‘Shellubrication’, and so on.)
According to the author, the “real” beginnings of the film programme emerged
with the initiatives of PG Rose, former chief of Burmah-Shell publicity, who
urged that Indian Burmah-Shell could emulate the internationally renowned
film work of the Shell Film Unit. Shell’s well-known British documentarist
Stuart Legg visited to form a blueprint for the film unit. It was Rose who
then brought James Beveridge over from the National Film Board of Canada.
Beveridge like Legg was associated with John Grierson, a key architect of the
documentary in its international form. On arrival, Beveridge started work
on the compilation film, Trombay, about Burmah-Shell’s off-shore refinery;
he then initiated the Major Industries series, the Small Scale Industries
series and Life in India. The article noted that Beveridge placed considerable
emphasis on the film script and figures such as Atma Ram (renowned Hindi
film director Guru Dutt’s brother) emerged as a key figure in this department.
According to this account, the film company’s emphasis was on combining
factual and human content and in commissioning films from experienced
film units who made a mix of advertising, public health, instructional and
educational films. Amongstt these were non-commercial projects supported
by a mixture of government and international agencies, including UNESCO.
The film companies included Bhavnani, Hunnar, Art Films of Asia, and Hari S.
Das Gupta films. The sponsor gave these units autonomy in the film-making
process, with Beveridge only stepping in at the end, to help with final editing.
The Burmah-Shell film company had a good distribution network through
which to circulate their films. Beveridge’s assistant, BK Shrivastava, worked
with Burmah-Shell Publicity officers in the major cities, with four film libraries
in their major branches in Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, and Delhi and another
set of film libraries in “division” branches at Secunderabad, Bangalore,
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Patna and Puri. The libraries offered films on rent in 16 and 35 mm format,
and also arranged screening by mobile vans. The target institutions included
"schools, colleges, clubs, business and professional groups, community
centres and associations [...] most films were dubbed in major languages."
The article noted that in 1954, the inaugural year of the Burmah Shell Film
Unit, Burmah-Shell films were screened in 4354 shows and showed to some
20 lakh (two million) viewers. Of these a significant portion were shown in
villages by mobile vans which had to travel 76,469 miles. It noted that these
figures did not give indication of the many shows given to staff members,
government officials and “well-wishers”, presumably indicating a wider arts
and journalist society, as the company was considered a creative enterprise,
attracting bright young people. Burmah-Shell films were also being bought
by Government and other agencies. One hundred prints of the Weavers of
Maindargi, Iron and Steel, Kabauliram: A Village in West Bengal, were purchased by
the Government of India and other state governments and non-government
organisations had also started showing interest. The company’s films
were also exhibited at international festivals, such as the Edinburgh Film
Festival, and had won awards at Cork. The article concluded by paraphrasing
the company slogan, "If Burmah-Shell is in India’s Life and Part of It, then
Burmah-Shell films are in India’s film industry and part of it."
Beveridge was delegated by the National Film Board of Canada to be head
of Burmah-Shell’s film unit. On the face of it, Beveridge’s views at this time
frame film use in a rather instrumental, developmentalist way, in keeping
with government goals. As Rosaleen Smythe has shown, this might reflect
a change in the Griersonian perspective in the post war epoch. (Rosaleen
Smythe 2013) This was a time when, through UNESCO, Grierson and his cohort
were taking the `third world’ in particular as a way of framing documentary
discourse. While Grierson had always mixed promotion of experiment and
creative talent with a bid to channel their energies to publicly purposeful and
effective ends, in this period he seems to have promoted a more instrumental
use: film should be used to impart information in as simple and direct a
way about health, sanitation, nutrition and technological improvement
to colonial and ex-colonial populations. Smythe argues that in this sense
Grierson echoed the work of the often criticised colonial film units initiated
by the Nigerian civil servant, William Sellers.6
Whatever the accuracy of this shift in perspective, in the case of Beveridge we
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may note that his practice as producer often exceeded his instrumentalist
agenda. The latter is captured in his emphasis on the importance of
“specialized, carefully made films to be used functionally in a precise teaching
context – a very different thing from release in commercial cinemas to
audiences gathered solely for entertainment… the production of specialized
films in India, for functional and specific uses, has just begun. Ahead,
there lies a wholerange of trial-and-error experiences, of testing, audience
sampling, evaluating, andcomaring various production techniquestoassess
their effectiveness in reaching audiences of different kinds.”7 In practice, as
the above description of Burmah-Shell film work indicates, Beveridge was
open to a more complex agenda of sponsorship, including documentaries
and cultural films along with clear-cut instructional works. Perhaps it was
for the latter that he identified a much more limited, “specialized” use.
I want to disaggregate accounts of Burmah-Shell film work to consider
several specific dimensions to the unit’s work. The first relates directly to
the promotion of oil and oil products, including focuses on Burmah-Shell’s
own offshore plant in Trombay, on fuel oil and how it works in motorized
transportation, and how oil products including fuel oil and kerosene were
stored, distributed and delivered. The second considers not only oil and oil
products but the forms which might be powered by oil, as in a mapping of
major industries such as textiles, iron and steel, and agriculture (with a
particular focus on mechanization and the use of tractors). The third relates
to a certain imaging of the world now inflected by the intervention of oil and
oil products, through a set of new relations and object fields. Finally films
devoted to everyday life and cultural practices, including the small scale
industries, folk dances, and Life in India series, might entirely circumvent
the world of oil, though some of the ‘Life’ films do engage industry and, by
extension, oil.8
Sponsored film and film companies
What is suggestive is how alliances between sponsoring agencies and
filmmakers not only fulfilled informational imperatives, but also generated
aesthetic affects and material and sociological imaginaries. I will focus on
certain key films and biographies to convey the complexity of what was
emerging through the film work. The films include Tins for India (Bimal Roy,
New Theatres, 1941), Destination Konkan (Clement Batista, Hunnar films, 1955),
A Family in Bangalore (Paul Zils, Art Films of Asia, 1955), Martial Arts of Malabar
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(Paul Zils, Art Films of Asia, 1958), The Vanishing Tribe (Paul Zils, Art Films of
Asia, 1959), and A Village in Travancore (Fali Billimoria, Art Films of Asia, 1956).
The careers I cite are those of Paul Zils, the German filmmaker who spent
over a decade making documentary films in India after the Second World
War; V. Vijaykar and Clement Baptista, who started their film career in an
army film unit in the Second World War, and then started their short film
company, Hunnar Films; and Hari Sadan Dasgupta, who set up the Calcutta
Film Society with, amongst others, Satyajit Ray, and who also ran a successful
short film company, Hari S. Dasgupta Productions.
The affective force of objects: Burmah-Shell’s tins

As the advertisement about lubrication oil indicates, Burmah-Shell’s use of film
dates to the late 1930s, though it is possible that more films will come to light. Bimal
Roy’s eight minute film, Tins For India, (New Theatres, 1941)9 opens with graphics for the
credit titles, combining images of steamship, train, derrick, lorry, coal, bullock cart,
palms, a refinery and, on the top right hand corner a kerosene lamp. (Image 14) It is
of the genre of the ‘industrial film’, a film made to show how a product is assembled,
and therefore conceived of both for the industrial firm, its employees and workers,
and for a general public, to acquaint them with the nature of industrial activity.
( Vinzenz Hediger and Patrick Vondereau 2009) The film shows with careful detail
how the tins are assembled, showing the pile of tin plates, the process of cutting and
assembling from point to point in the production process. (Images 15&16) The film
has a voice over providing statistical information, that 30,000 tins are produced
every day from 16,000 tons of tin plate, and that they are made in a standardized,
1/80th inch thickness. However, the industrial film nests within a social film, in
the sense that Latour defines the social, as something actively produced by the
association of actants, including a medley of humans, objects, technologies and
environments. The key driver here is the tin itself, an object for which the film
captures a substantial after-life. The voice-over notes the most common features
associated with “rural India, real India’ are the palm tree, the bullock cart, and the
kerosene tin, with the last there `in nearly every home and 600,000 villages’”. (Image
17) It then goes onto show images of tin’s dispersal across a number of practices
and sites: on a boat as it moves under a bamboo bridge, a characteristic image
observable across a number of films, combining images of storage and water-borne
portability (Image 18); how the tin “starts a long and arduous life in service for the
village,” carrying water, (Image 19) flattened out to make roofs to provide a home,
(Image 20) imaged in a woman and child under a tinned roof, cut up to be made into
a lamp, (Image 21) as containers, for rice, lentils, sugar, salt and other needs. (Image
22) Here a grocer measures out grain, the voice-over informing the viewer that it
is “retailed like this in every Indian bazaar.” We should note that, as elsewhere,
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Image 15
Image 14

Making Tin

Tins for India Bimal Roy 1941 title card
from authors personal collection
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Image 16

Image 17

Cutting Tin

Palm tree, bullock cart, kerosene tin, the most common features of rural India, real India
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Image 19
Image 18

Tins reused to carry water

Kerosene Tins on the river craft
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Image 20

Image 21

Tins flattened and made into roofs

Tins cut and made into lamps
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dissemination of information about the commodity crossed media formats. At the
same time this film was being screened in cinema halls, Burmah Shell undertook an
elaborate campaign about kerosene in the business journal Capital, with separate,
intricately illustrated panels on “The Installation”, place of storage and packing,
(Image 23) “Tin Making” (Image 24), “The Up Country Depot” from which kerosene
is supplied to particular zones (Image 25), “The Agent” who ensures supply (Image
26), “The Dealer” who retails the kerosene (Image 27), and “The Market”: ‘Stage by
stage kerosene is distributed to reach the innermost depths of the country. The
most remote villager is sure of a regular supply, if not actually at his door-step, then
at his local “market”’. (Image 28)

Image 22
Tins reused for grocer’s shop

The print advertising series suggests how deeply the commodity has penetrated
into the countryside, and the infrastructures and agencies involved in facilitating
this. The film moves beyond a commodity-driven logic to develop a broader outlook,
addressing publics about a new set of relations and object fields introduced by but
exceeding the originating material. This arises from the capture of the object as
sensuous everyday material, the itinerary of its after-life, and its penetration into
various spaces of village life. Not only is the social framed through the object, there
is interdependence involved here that traduces the bid to separate the human
from the non-human. Such promotional film work also has links to a realist, iconic
rendering of village life familiar to viewers of the social genre of entertainment
films of the time. New Theatres, the studio at which Tins for India was made, and
where Roy was an employee, made many emblematic films of village life, including
the iconic Devdas (1935) on which Roy was cinematographer. However, in the
village fiction film, the hierarchies are clearer, the material dimensions are in the
background, serving the functions of the anthropological machine’s distinction
between the human and the non-human. This is arguably not true of Tins for India. To
follow Ivakhiv’s eco-critical logic, not only are the material and the social entangled
through perceptual registers that unsettle hierarchies, the perceptual also gives
rise to startlingly expressive features. The luminous textures of the object, in the
tin-making process, are captured by light reflecting off its surface to render it, in
the voice-over’s words, “smooth bright and shiny.” Here, the sponsored film, made
on an oil promotional platform, extends itself, through a distinctive object into the
registers of the everyday, not only of the village as a set of material forms, but as
composed in cinematic fiction.

The originating object of the film does not recede from view, but becomes
the facilitator of a network, with various elements, human and non-human,
drawn into an associational logic to constitute the social. Bruno Latour’s
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Image 23

Image 24

The Installation from Burmah Kerosene series form Capital July 1940

Tin Making
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Image 25

Image 26

The Up-Country Depot

The Agent
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Image 27

Image 28

The Dealer

The Market
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work captures what this film discloses about the object, how it constitutes
and is constituted by other things and people in a world which exceeds the
originating element, kerosene, for which it is a container. (Bruno Latour
2005) The object as container invites reflection on several other features
and metaphorical functions. Energy, its storage, its portability and deferred
use, are key here. These are features which parallel the cinema which also
stores the kinetic and psychic energy of motor functions and emotional
dynamics, through techniques of movement and montage, and is available
for portability and retrieval; it also shares material content, in celluloid’s
photochemical relationship to petroleum. (Nadia Boziak 2012)
We can see a similar associational logic in Destination Konkan. This film deals
with the subject of monsoon stocking, how oil products are stored in advance
to deal with the disruptive effects of the monsoon on the circulation of people
and goods. As in the Burmah-Shell kerosene advertisements and Tins for India,
the kerosene oil tin is a key element of the mise-en-scene: director Clement
Baptista does strong imagistic work to capture the movement of tins on
the small country crafts which carry commodities on the sea and through
inland rivers. Here, the oil film comes together with the travelogue, a genre
favoured both by colonial and nation-states. The colonial government made
films displaying the railway’s infrastructural power in traversing spaces
and offering the spectator/traveller new vistas for engagement; the national
government’s film unit, along with film companies which saw themselves
as part of the nation-building project, sought to use short film and newsreel
simiilarly, to relay images of regions and spaces to cultivate a territorial
imaginary for a film spectator addressed as an Indian citizen. Here the sea
and seaport, the inland tributaries, and local village stores run by merchants
who stock oil for Burmah-Shell, draws the spectator into an exploration of
the geographical and material imaginary of the nation.
Such geographical genres were part of the routine work produced by
the Indian government’s state unit, Films Division. It required a skilled
filmmaker like Baptista to infuse a certain luminosity to the genre. The film
also displays a cinephiliac register, with the father and son who carry the
oil on the country craft echoing Bicycle Thief (Vittorio De Sica, 1948) and also
its Indian counterpart, Do Bigha Zameen (Bimal Roy, 1952). Bicycle Thief had
been screened with much success at the First International Film Festival
exhibited across the metropolitan cities of India in 1951. Such echoes and
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crossovers were not incidental. Baptista, a graduate of the JJ School of Art in
Bombay, (Interview with Shyam Benegal) became part of the Army Film Unit
(AFU) established during the Second World War. It was during this stint that
he and his AFU colleague VM Vijaykar, along with the Oxford University Press
publisher Robert Hawkins, inaugurated the Bombay Film Society in 1943.
In the account of Film Society activist H. Narahari Rao, the “main objective
of the Bombay Film Society was to learn the technique of filmmaking,
watching documentaries from abroad”. (Rao, N. H. N. 2009) Baptista was
part of a generation of intelligentsia who became involved in the media,
communicational and performance arts, and were involved in journalism,
advertising, academics, theatre work, and cinema. Those interested in film
as a career would often take to short films, and bring some of their aesthetic
engagements to bear on promotional documentaries like Destination
Konkan. There was also a longer tradition of dedicated short film-making,
and this often overlapped with amateur film societies who took as one of
their objectives the viewing and appreciation of films.10 In general, the short
filmmaker had to develop a varied commercial profile to make a living. At this
time, there did not appear to be a pronounced cultural hierarchy about where
to place this kind of film work. Burmah-Shell certainly acquired a reputation
for being one of the better firms to work with, both in terms of careers such
as advertising and in supported areas like filmmaking.11 A retrospective view
on the advertising profession done sometime in the 2000s recalled how a
career with Burmah-Shell was considered very attractive for young people
with an appetite for creative work. 12
Paul Zils’ biography captures the complex weave within which BurmahShell’s productions took place. In Zils’ own account his career started in
Düsseldorf, where he was involved in making city films.13 He cited Nicholas
Kaufman, who was head of the Kulturfilm department of UFA, Germany’s
dominant film company, as a key influence. From its inception at the end
of the First World War, Kulturfilm at UFA was devoted to educational, nature
and science films. It came to be known for evocations of German landscape
and, in its most famous work, Ways to Strength and Beauty (1925), it sought
to develop an image of a “modern body culture”. To quote a critic: “The
production consciously forged links with the past, showing scenes of athletic
games that recalled the cultural ideal of classical antiquity and the harmony
between (the naked) body and spirit. Both principles were portrayed as part
of a stereotypical ideal of beauty.” Nicholaus Kaufmann, who co-directed the
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film with Wilhelm Prager, explained that the production was "based on the
clear recognition that, after disbanding the army, people in Germany have good
reason to compensate for the loss of the valuable training given to male youth
during their military service – and, beyond this, to encourage female youth,
through ideal images of a strong, beautiful mankind, to train their bodies." 14 It
would appear that the kulturfilm of this sort made a bid to retrieve an organic
sense of a people ravaged by war, involving elements of a racial imaginary.
I will suggest that there are some echoes of this inspiration in Zils’ work,
most prominently in a strand of folk imagery in his documentary work.
He recounts how he travelled to exotic lands, including Java and Japan, to
capture local cultures, was interned in a POW camp as a German national
in Bali and then brought to India where he was interned in Bihar. Here, his
background in filmmaking encouraged the British to employ him in the
government film unit, Information Films of India, to make films for foreign
circulation. Zils became a key figure in post-war and post-independence
documentary cinema. Through his company, Art Films of Asia, and in
partnership with Fali Billimoria, he made a variety of works, including health
films for the United Nations, an important film for the rehabilitation ministry
about people displaced by the Partition of British India, New Life of a Displaced
Person, (1957) and a collaboration with left wing artists entitled Our India, which
adapted Minoo Masani’s book of the same name to show India from ancient
times down to the modern world. He was also important in developing an
associational life for documentary film, organising meetings and lobbying
the government for exhibition time in the cinema hall programmes for nongovernmental producers, writing extensively on documentary film in Indian
Documentary and in the key arts/architecture journal Marg. He made films in
the Major Industries, Life in India and Folk Dances series of Burmah-Shell.
In this section I will primarily focus some of the films produced by Zils and
Fali Billimoria’s Art Films of Asia to track certain narrative and aesthetic
concerns. The first of these is Family in Bangalore, part of the Life in India
series. This significant film captures the working spaces of new industries
in Bangalore, Hindustan Machine Tools, Hindustan Aircraft and Hindustan
Telephones. The narrative is organised, as in other Life films, around a family,
where a Brahmin (Iyengar) power loom owner has children distributed into
these different industries. As we transit from space to space, we get a sense
both of the scale of operations, through top-angled shots, (Image 29) and
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how instruments such as the telephone are fabricated. (See Image 30-31)
This is not an industrial or process film, for it provides only an impression of
material forms rather than a detailed description of a production process.
It also highlights certain sociological features, such as the mixed gender
work in places like the telephone factory. (Image 32) But perhaps its key
sociological dimension lies in its holding our narrative understanding of
the new industries within the orbit of the high-caste Iyengar family. This
sociology extends into the address to culture, as when we see one of our
three protagonists go from his workplace to pick up his daughter and take
her for bharatanatyam (classical dance) class. (Image 33) There are other, less
sociologically narrow representations of this new world of work. As workers
leave the factory, (Image 34) we see one of the brothers wend his way home
to immediately immerse himself in amateur radio, (Image 35) not paying
attention to his animated wife who is eager to chat. (Image 36) Engagement,
indeed, obsession with technology has seeped from workplace into domestic
life. Does the sighting of a bharatanatyam doll in the background signal droll
reflection on the fetishistic destiny of daughters of this world, caught between
dancing class and domestic service? Janaki Nair has pointed out how these
new industries carved out spaces for work and residence in the city that
separated well-educated workers in these factories from the wider swathe of
working class life in the city.(Janaki Nair, 2005, 81-82) We get a sense of this
separated living in the employee colonies constructed near the factories. We
are also offered a sense of new horizons of space and time in technologized
landscapes, with the dream-like scene of a child running to school against
the background of a tree-laden runway holding a solitary plane. (Image 37)
This brief description of one of the Life films indicates certain features: a narrative
strategy to personalize experience, whether of village life or of industrial and
work cultures through the prism of the family; a bid to provide a sense impression
of the industry for a general public, rather than the more intricate detailing
of industrial process characteristic of the industrial film; and a tendency to
represent a work culture as defined by caste and its reproduction, something
also in evidence in Zils’ film on Textiles. However, in the case of Family in Bangalore,
not everything runs to type, and I have suggested that there are aspects of
humour and distancing in the way the film has been composed.
If the Burmah-Shell print media advertisements of the 1930s had iconized a
certain worker-type and environment as a key context for the circulation of
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products, the films refer to a wider spectrum of work. However, they also deploy
a system of typage as certain social groups tend to be fixed, imaginatively
and in terms of projection, to certain work profiles. This constitutes another
level of the film ecology formulated by Ivakhiv. This is the constitution of
the social, here through the filter of caste rigidity, as it is reproduced in
environments composed of work-place, landscape, domestic space and
cultural practice. Does this suggest a contradictory impulse within the
projects of postcolonial modernity? While a filmmaker such as Zils worked
fulsomely with the projects of industrial advancement characteristic of new
states after the Second World War, he and others did not seem to see or even
aspire to a dynamic in the social composition of labour, and of labour mobility.
If ‘traditional’social arrangements were yoked to new industrial forms, there
were others which could not adapt and might verge on extinction. Zils also
made The Vanishing Tribe (Paul Zils, 1959) about the Todas, the tribe situated
in the Nilgiri Hills of Tamilnadu of South India, composed in the manner of an
elegy to a disappearing world. Tribal formation and the ancient headman are
paraded for a view as they seem to dissipate into the space between earth
and sky. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L-thhVRqi5M)
There is romanticism at work here, even if one lacking in sociological
acuteness, as the tribe survives and reinvents itself in various forms
today. But this fatalistic invocation of dying archaic forms may be the
corollary to embracing the modern, even if this is a modernity framed by the
reproduction of social hierarchies and ascriptive identities. There are spaces
in between, where the traditional may be revived and nurtured as discrete
cultural practice or part of certain persistent work rhythms, as with the
fisherfolk of Bombay, subject of one of the Folk Dance film series or, again
going to Zils, his work on the Martial Dances of Malabar. This rather beautifully
made black and white film captures not only the costumed and masked
figures of ornate performance, but goes into the cut and thrust of bodies
and sharp implements as they weave in rhythmic contest. (See Image 38) Is
the fascination here a throwback to the days of kulturfilm in its evocation of
the beautiful body whose imaging restores the dwindling traditions to the
armature of the newly fashioned nation? The folk dance films, referred to as
entertainers, occupy a different position from the films about industry but
overlap with the cultural functions of the Life in India series. I would suggest
that we need to see documentary genres such as films of industrial publicity
and promotion, and cultural films, not only in terms of their separate logic of
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Image 29
A Family in Bangalore top angle on Hindustan Machine Tools factory
from author’s personal collection
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Image 30

Image 31

Hindustan Telephones

The impression of material forms
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Image 32

Image 33

Hindustran Telephones mixed work force

The new working class and classical culture
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Image 34

Image 35

Workers leave the new factories

Tech curiosity at home
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Image 36

Image 37

Knitting chatting and bharatanatyam doll

Child running past air strip
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address, but in combination; and this will mean looking with greater attention
to the disposition of bodies in relationship to work and cultural practices, in
figurations of caste, and in imaginations of race. This is something which
may lie in the background of Zils preoccupation with new ethnographic sites,
articulated, in the Indian case, with agendas of nationhood.
In juxtaposing different types of film work, a suggestive ecological montage
emerges. To take an instance, another of Burmah-Shell’s Life in India series,
A Village in Travancore, looks at the life of a fisherman’s family, composed of
a boatman, his wife who runs a tea shop, their son who is studying, and a
teenage daughter. The film dwells on a variety of activities and spaces, some
with startling aesthetic engagement: the wife’s tea shop is shown using depth
of field, layering space to capture several planes, of the kiosk counter, a line of
bottles, two customers, and the husband arriving from the distance; (Image
39&40) the boatman is dwarfed by the large bundles of coir material he
collects on a jetty for onward dispatch, a modernist framing and composition
observable from Second World War propaganda films promoting a new sense
of volume and density in the processing of natural materials for the market;
(Image 41) the camera captures sweat and sinew on an oarsman as he
participates in a boat race; (Image 42) an awkward and voyeuristic episode
relays the daughter’s sensuous enjoyment of bathing with her girlfriends;
(Image 43) another composition from above frames elephants alongside a boat
in the public tank below; (Image 44) later, there is urgent rush of the boy and
his classmates as they run to find out exam results, embodying their hopes
and aspirations, and the sense of a future; (Image 45) and there is an abiding
sense of a peculiarly inward, melancholic aspect to the boatman father, as if,
apart from the difficulties of everyday life, indicated in a visit to a moneylender
to borrow money for his daughter’s marriage, he is, like his profession, defined
by a drifting relationship to the world he inhabits. The film invites us to reflect
on its poetics, primarily governed by a compositional strategy framing figures
against the sky, sea and river, sharing here elements with Destination Konkan
and Martial Arts of Malabar.

Image 38
Article on Martial Dances of Malabar in Indian Documentary
from author’s personal collection
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The juxtaposition of different media forms extends this montage of meaningeffects, suggesting a logic of indirect or potential meaning only gestured to
by the images we look at. Here I refer to postcards and publicity photographs, or
photographs of record, relating to the backwaters of Kerala. In one photograph
showing kerosene cans being loaded onto a boat, we have the impression of
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boat and river being prepared as the space for the carriage of stored energy;
another postcard, at once commonplace is also more abstract in its meaningmaking, its title declaring “oil in the backwaters,“ but its image only displays
the palm-fringed bank, a fishing net and a dhow whose sail provides a line of
light falling over the water. (Image 46) This non-correspondence of meaning
between text and image captures what I am suggesting, that the medley of
postcards, publicity photographs, photographs of record, and films, provide
a media ecology to think about oil’s suffusion of the environment without it
necessarily being specified as content. Metonymy, drawing upon a relationship
of contiguity and material connection, operates here, the liquidity of the
backwaters moving across the field of media forms. Oil does not have to be
shown or seen, it now suffuses the space of media form and scenic environment;
while it is only physically present in the image of the kerosene tins being
loaded onto a boat, such a suffusion perhaps foreshadows the building of a
refinery in Cochin in 1963. Cultural films such as Martial Dances of Malabar and,
to a degree, A Village in Travancore, seek to represent the space and address the
viewer in terms of a certain archaism of traditions; in such settings it would
appear that oil, in its very non-presence, its metonymic invocation, has not
altered the older and more durable formations of this ecology, and can provide
a platform for their imaging and replenishment.
I want to conclude with another montage which emerges from the oeuvre of
the oil company, this time not from a film but a brochure. This was a document
which sometimes addressed Burmah-Shell’s own staff, introducing them
to the company, sometimes provided a public audit, and was also publicity
medium for more general audiences. One particularly striking brochure was
issued to celebrate the launch of Burmah-Shell’s oil refinery at Trombay in
1955.15 Describing the construction of the refinery, the write-up invokes the

The brochure is striking for a particular montage it produces. An image
extends across the front and back cover of the brochure. On the left there is a
village dwelling, though it might also be an urban basti or hutment. In the hut,
there are cooking vessels, earthen and metal pots, something which looks
like a spinning wheel or a cotton carding machine; and, nested in the space,
a kerosene stove. On the right side, we are presented with the shimmering
image of the skyscraper city, Trombay, also referred to in Burmah-Shell
publicity as silver city. Emerging from the spine of the brochure and thus
at the centre of the image as it extends, stands a young woman, perhaps
the young wife of the household, who holds a kerosene lamp. (Image 48) The
montage of two spaces invites mythic dissection, suggestive as it is of the
figure of a Lakshmi bringing auspiciousness and light into the household.
Perhaps she is also welcoming and propitiating a new force, the remote
source of the energy she can now tap into, the oil refinery which produces
the kerosene that she uses. The photographic composition places her act
as lying in the direction of Trombay. And yet her look is inward and local, as
if she is unaware of the circuit she is tapping into. This is both myth and
technological parable then, with the production and portability of energy
setting up a circuit that links two extremes in the imaginative and lived
practices of India. An advertisement for Burmah Shell in Capital, juxtaposing
the Trombay refinery to a village woman, develops this imagery:
What Does Trombay Mean to Her?
A village woman lights her lamp. The shadows of evening are pushed back to
the far corners of her home. The kerosene lamp becomes the focal point of
her home. A trivial enough incident in the day’s routine… but multiply that
300 millions times to see how really important it really is… for India lives in
villages… villages which rely on kerosene for light and for fuel

image of the skyscraper city to capture the effect it was striving for:
Skyscraper City
As the various units went up one by one, the site took on the appearance of
a building lot for blocks of skyscrapers, with 200-foot stacks and columns
of 100 feet and more looming up into position one after another. The pace
at which the work was going through may be judged from the fact that a
steel-framed stores building 23,600 square feet in area, comprising 140
tons of structural steel-work, was completed in the span of 30 working
days from the time materials were received on site. (Image 47)
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“The aim should be”, to quote from a statement on the Community Development
Programme “to create in the rural population a burning desire for a higher
standard of living – a will to live better.” It is true that a higher standard of
living implies something much more than the satisfaction of basic needs.
Yet those needs must be met before further development is possible – in this
respect alone the Burmah Shell Refinery is laying part of the foundations on
which the structure of planning rests.… The manufacture of liquid light and
liquid fire is completely in India’s life and part of it. (Image 49) 16
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Image 39

Image 40

At the tea stall from A Village in Travancore

Mother serves tea
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Image 41

Image 42

Boatman handling coir

Boat race
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Image 43

Image 44

Girls bathing

Elephants in the river
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Image 45

Image 46

Running youth

Oil in the Backwaters
ARC 168424 BP archives
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Image 47
Skyscraper city from brochure commemorating opening of Trombay refinery
March 1955 ARC195760 BP archives
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Image 48
Between village and refinery ARC 195760 BP archives
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We can see here a complex positioning of Burmah-Shell’s refinery, a fuelling
of rural India in the context both of the Community Development Programme
which was part of US aid to India in the 1950s, along with the objectives of the
planned economy.17
While the promotional advertisement in Capital captures the political and
material coordinates within which Burmah-Shell projected the role of the
refinery, the first image relays this informational drive through a modernist
aesthetic. But it is a modernism distinct from one which produces the
traditional as discrete, having a separate existence from the world of
modern technology. The montage effect breaks such discreteness to open
up a discourse of connectedness and contrast. It is suggestive that in the
very year that Trombay was being launched, Satyajit Ray should be making
his landmark film, Pather Panchali/Song of the Road (1955), which appears
resolutely placed within the poetry and tragedy of village life. The sources
of power and energy appear remote, captured in iconic scenes related to
the sighting of the train, the image of a telegraph line, and the arrival of
the bioscope, in this case a simple slide viewer. Ray’s oeuvre may in fact
capture the contradictoriness of modernism. The Apu trilogy develops selfconscious cinematic strategies to distance the spectator from the illusion
that the rural is separable from the modern, and the modern never quite
arrives with any sense of stability and resolution.18 On the other hand Ray’s

Image 49
What Does Trombay Mean to Her from Capital 27 January 1955p 129
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association with the documentary includes The Story of Steel, (1956) an iconic
‘disappeared’ film directed by Hari Sadan Dasgupta, scripted by Ray, and
shot by Claude Renoir, who had earlier shot Jean Renoir’s The River (1951),
which also featured Dasgupta as an assistant director. There was in fact a
report circulating that it was Ray who was directing this project, a story Das
Gupta contradicted in an account run by Indian Documentary.19 When we put
this particular montage, of Pather Panchali and Story of Steel, two films made
in close simultaneity, together, we will observe parallels with the montage
of the Burmah-Shell brochure, infrastructural monumentality, that of the
steel mill and the oil refinery’s “skyscraper city”, posed alongside village
simplicity. The sponsoring agencies of modern energy, consumer forms and
documentary film penetrate into wider and wider circuits of the population,
and into small towns and the countryside. It is the informational products
of such agencies, with their own distinct aesthetic registers, which assert
connection rather than discreteness. The parallels evoke strange perceptual
effects: it is as if Ray’s Durga, the child-woman consigned to unfulfilled
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destiny and premature death in the fateful fiction of Pather Panchali, has
been reanimated, the wall between her and the modern world dissolved
through circuits of energy. (Images 50&51) But as the inbred skepticism of
our postcolonial intelligence tells us, and the inward look of the young village
woman corroborates, such circuits are also mired in a long history of lack
and unequal distribution. But the montage itself startles and strikes in its
ambitions, showcasing connections facilitated by the montage of oil and
how it breaks open divisions in the world we have historically inherited.

Image 50

Image 51

Durga and telegraph pole, Pather Panchali 1955

Durga listens
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